
REDUCE FUEL CONSUMPTION & EMISSIONS FOR TRUCKS /  VEHICLES

FS  VEHICLE+ offers a unique, modular and patent pending solution suite to significantly reduce emissions and fuel consumption of die-

sel-powered commercial vehicles (transport, logisitics, agrar, construction sectors, etc)  &  fleets, which aim to achieve a  higher profitabi-

lity due to lower fuel costs with prolonged engine lifetime and usage, while achieving a positive impact on the environment. 

BENEFITS CUSTOMERS

+  Logisitics
+  Transport
+  Construction
+  Agrar
+  Military

+ Less Fuel Consumption (up to 20%) 
+ Less Emissions
+   Less Wear & Tear
+  More Power ( HP & NM & RPM)
+  More Operational Profit

FS VEHICLE+

+ Reduce Fuel Consumption

+ Increase Engine Performance

+  Reduce Emissions

+ Increase Profitability

COMPONENTS & FUNCTIONS

FS PURIFIER+ 

HYDROGEN GENERATOR FOR VEHICLES / TRUCKS

FS PURIIFER+ generates & injects a proprietary hydrogen gas mixture in the engine 

that increases the combustion efficiency as well as it reduces the fuel consumption 

and significantly lowers the emissions. 
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FS REGAINER+

ENERGY RECUPERATION FROM EXHAUST PRESSURE

FS REGAINER+ generates free electricity from previously unused exhaust 

pressure in non-load or partial load phases, thus relieving the alternator, 

which leads to reduced fuel consumption and lower emissions & free electric 

power.

FS ADAPTOR+

MOBILE e-CHARGING STATION

FS ADAPTOR+ can provide excess energy / electricity, which is generated via 

the FS REGAINER+, via a standardized on-board interface of your vehicle to 

various consumers (e-cars, network operators, etc.) or for own use. 

FS PERFORMANCE+

ECU TUNING - VEHICLE SOFTWARE OPTIMIZATION

FS PERFORMANCE+ optimizes the vehicle software for its specific daily ope-

ration & interaction with new hardware. As a result, we achieve Improved per-

formance, control & handling, while reducing fuel consumption.

FS MONITORING+

REALTIME PROTECTION, MONITORING & INFORMATION EXCHANGE

FS MONITORING+ is an ultrasound-based alarm solution for monitoring the  

gasoline tank against fuel theft in combination with the provision of vehicle & 

fleet data in real time (speed, fuel consumption, etc.).

FS ADDITIV+

NANOTECHNOLOGICAL FUEL ADDITIVE

FS ADDITIV+ reduces the friction in the engine compartment, optimizes the 

combustion efficiency and frees the combustion chamber continuously from 

soot deposits. Wear & tear, emissions and fuel consumption are reduced.

FS INTAKE+

OPTIMIZED AIR INTAKE

FS INTAKE+ is an optimized air intake which causes lower air blockages and 

delivers the engine therefoe more oxygen for a better & cleaner combustion 

that reduces fuel consumption.

FS AERO+

LOW WEIGHT RIMS & LOW FRICTION TIRES & OIL

FS AERO+ completes our offer with the best available selection of low-fricti-

on wheels, low rolling resistance tires and low-viscosity oils for reduced fuel 

consumption through less friction.
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www.fuelsave.de


